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NATIONAL SYMBOLS
THE FLAG

DIRECTIONS: Read the passage and answer 
the following questions. 

More worksheets at www.education.com/worksheetsCopyright © 2011-2012 by Education.com

COLONIAL FLAG

CURRENT AMERICAN FLAG

 The U.S. flag has undergone many 
changes since the first original flag in 
1777.  Before the official flag there had 
been many different flags that were 
popular in different colonies, but the 
Betsy Ross Flag was the first official 
national standard. In June 1776 George 
Washington asked Betsy Ross to sew a 
flag for the new country. He and a 
committee had come up with a design 
and requirements that it must have 
13 stars and 13 stripes, each 
to stand for the colonies. The flag should be in red, blue and white. 
She designed the stars in a circle over a blue field.
 On June 14, 1777 the Continental Congress passed the Flag Act, 
which said that the flag would be made of white and red stripes and 
thirteen stars on blue. The number of stars were based on the 13 
colonies and more stars were added as the US grew and got more 
states.
1. Why are there 13 stripes?

2. What do the stars on the flag stand for?

3. How many stars did the flag originally have?

4. Who made the first official flag?

5. What colors are the flag?
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Name Date

50 State Capitals
Match the Name with the State

1. Alabama ____________________

2. Alaksa ______________________

3. Arizona _____________________

4. Arkansas____________________

5. California ___________________

6. Colorado ____________________

7. Connecticut _________________

8. Delaware ___________________

9. Florida _____________________

10. Georgia ___________________

11. Hawaii ____________________

12. Idaho _____________________

13. Illinois ____________________

14. Indiana ____________________

15. Iowa ______________________

16. Kansas ____________________

17. Kentucky __________________

18. Louisiana __________________

19. Maine _____________________

20. Maryland __________________

21. Massachusetts ______________

22. Michigan __________________

23. Minnesota _________________

24. Mississippi _________________

25. Missouri ___________________

26. Montana ___________________

27. Nebraska ___________________

28. Nevada ____________________

29. New Hampshire _____________

30. New Jersey ________________

31. New Mexico ________________

32. New York __________________

33. North Carolina ______________

34. North Dakota _______________

35. Ohio ______________________

36. Oklahoma __________________

37. Oregon ____________________

38. Pennsylvania _______________

39. Rhode Island _______________

40. South Carolina ______________

41. South Dakota _______________

42. Tennessee __________________

43. Texas ______________________

44. Utah ______________________

45. Vermont ____________________

46. Virginia ____________________

47. Washington _________________

48. West Virginia _______________

49. Wisconsin __________________

50. Wyoming __________________

Concord
Phoenix
Lincoln
Montgomery
Juneau
Little Rock
Augusta
Salt Lake City
Richmond
Atlanta
Columbus
Indianapolis
Honolulu
Harrisburg
Oklahoma City
Springfield
Boise
Salem
Pierre
Topeka
Frankfort
Nashville
Des Moines
Columbia
Baton Rouge
Austin
Helena
Carson City
Denver
Trenton
Albany
Hartford
Dover
Sacramento
Santa Fe
Tallahassee
Bismarck
Raleigh
Providence
Annapolis
Montpelier
Olympia
Lansing
Boston
Madison
Cheyenne
Saint Paul
Jefferson City
Charleston
Jackson
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State Capital Search 1
There are ten state capitals in this word search.
Find and circle as many state capitals as you can.
HINT: Sometimes there are two on one line.

L T A M O N T G O M E R Y L N
D O V E R A P H O E N I X Y
W U N O N L I T T L E R O C K
I D E N V E R T E A L A S V A
K H A L H A R T F O R D N A X
I T A L I A T L A N T A L Y Y
I F I T T A L L A H A S S E E
N R S A C R A M E N T O I I K
A O Y J U N E A U I O W A K A

Here are ten state capitals to look for:
Montgomery
Juneau
Sacramento
Denver
Little Rock
Hartford
Tallahassee
Atlanta
Dover
Phoenix

Now draw a dot on the map where each 
state capital should go.
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water

oxygen

light

carbon dioxide

Photosynthesis is a process where plants use
from the sun to convert

from the air and
from the soil into

to feed the plant and is 
given out in the air.

Copyright 2011-2012 Education.com www.education.com/worksheets
created by:

Look at the picture and fill in the blanks using the words at the bottom of the page.

water, sugar, carbon dioxide, light, oxygen

Sugar, which is food for the plant, is 
formed during this process.

what is Photosynthesis
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Drawing a tree
All plants have patterns to how they grow. A tree does too and it is 
a simple one. The rule is every new branch is thinner than the one it 
came from.

The branches from this 
tree always split into two 
smaller branches. We can 
draw it using the letter Y.

Try drawing a tree from your imagination using this rule.
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Drawing a tree
Real trees always look different from the one we drew before, but they 
keep the same rule. The bigger branch always splits into thinner ones.

This is a tree that has had some branches 
chopped off.

Go outside and find a tree to draw. Does the tree follow the rule?
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Let’s Grow, Grow, Grow!
Plants are living things that need the air, 
water, and sun to make their food. There 
are many plants on the island that we dis-
covered. This experiment will show you how 
plants grow. You’ll also get to keep track of 
your plant’s growth!

Materials Needed
 a few dry beans
 small amount of potting soil
 plastic bag (sandwich size, re-sealable)
 water
 strong tape or clothespins and thick string
 recording sheet

Write the date on your baggie.

Have your grown up place about ¾ cup pot-
ting soil in the baggie. Gently place a few 
beans in the soil and add a tiny bit of water. 
Hang the baggie in a window using the tape or 
with the clothesline and string.

Draw a picture of your plant baggie in the first 
box as it appears now. Be sure to write the 
date in the box too! Every couple of days, draw 
a new picture in the next box, showing how 
your plant has grown and changed. Don’t 
forget to write the date in those boxes as well.
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Name Date

STEM Design Challenge Cards
STEM design challenges are prompts that ask learners to build something new for 
a speci�c reason or purpose.

Directions: Print these cards double-sided and cut them out. Then choose a design 
challenge to complete. 

How can I build an unsinkable
boat with only two materials?

 
 

How can I make something
useful with a cereal box?

 

 
How can I create a sculpture

that makes music in the wind?

 
 

How can I make
a tool to help me

___________?
(Fill in the blank!)

How can I invent a new
sport with kitchen tools?

 

How can I build a piece
of furniture with up

to �ve pieces?
  

How can I design shoes
inspired by nature?

 
 

How can I solve a problem
using just the materials

on this table?
(Choose 5-8 materials from your home.)
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Name Date

STEM Design Challenge Cards
(Backside of the cards)

Directions: Use these inquiry-based questions to help you think through all 
adjustments and conclusions you make about your design.
 

Challenge: New Sport
  • What is the purpose of the game?
  • How would someone win?
  • Justify why you would have certain rules. 
  • Can you think of another way to make the 
    game more challenging?

Challenge: New Furniture
  • What is the purpose of the furniture?
  • Can the new piece of furniture support your 
    weight?
  • What is the maximum amount of weight this piece 
    of furniture can hold? How do you know? How 
    could you measure the max weight?
  • Can you use a di�erent material to make the 
    furniture stronger?

Challenge: New Shoes 
  • What is the purpose of the shoes?
  • When would someone use these shoes?
  • How could you use these shoes in various 
    environments? 
  • Are the shoes appropriate for exercise or the 
    beach?

Challenge: Solve a Problem 
  • What problem do you want to solve?
  • What’s your plan to solve the problem?
  • Can this tool solve more than one problem?
  • What materials do you wish you had to make your 
    invention better?

Challenge: Unsinkable Boat
  • What is the size of the boat? What things would �t 
    in the boat?
  • Can the boat �oat for 10, 30, and 60 minutes?
  • How much weight can the boat maintain?
  • Can you think of other materials you could use to 
    make a new boat?

Challenge: Purposeful Cereal Box
  • What is the purpose of your design?
  • How does the size of your chosen cereal box limit 
    what you can create?
  • How does your design help someone?
  • What materials did you use in addition to the 
    cereal box?
  • What materials would you like to add and why?

Challenge: Sculpture
  • What materials did you use? 
  • Does the sculpture stand up on its own?
  • How tall is the sculpture?
  • How does it play music? When or how long does 
    the music play?
  • Can the sculpture withstand outside weather?

Challenge: Helpful Tool
  • What does your tool help you do?
  • How does the size a�ect its usefulness?
  • Why create this tool instead of using something 
    that already exists?
  • Can you use this tool in more than one way?
  • Is this tool child-friendly or does it require adult 
    supervision?
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Violet

Colors: Mixing Colors

Complementary Colors: These are two colors that are directly across from each oth-
er on the color wheel. When they are mixed they make grays and browns.

Purple & Yellow Green & Red Orange & Blue

There is no limit to how many different colors there are. 

Blue & White

Red & Yellow

© 2007 - 2020 Education.com
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Making new colors
Mix paints to create new colors for the drawings.
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Warrior Two pose helps you to feel powerful and focused. Begin in a 
standing position. Looking straight ahead, take a step back with your left 
foot. Step forward with your right foot, bending your knee.  Extend your 
right arm straight over your right leg and your left arm straight over your 
left leg. Take a deep breath.

WARRIOR TWO POSE
Yoga for Kids

Penelope in Warrior Two Pose
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Happy Baby Pose helps you feel joyful and serene. Lie on your back 
and take a deep breath in. As you breath out, bring your knees to your 
stomach. Raise your arms and use your hands to hold your feet, ankles, 
or thighs. Slowly bring your knees to your chest. Take another deep 
breath in and out.

HAPPY BABY POSE
Yoga for Kids

Muggo in Happy Baby Pose
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Emotions Haiku
Write your own haiku poem about how to welcome all emotions. Start by reading this sample haiku: 

Swim downstream my tear.
In the current toward the sea.

Dissolve and emerge.
-Janetti Marotta

Every haiku has 5 syllables in the �rst line, 7 syllables in the second line, and 5 syllables in the last line. 
Brainstorm what you might write about, then write a draft of your haiku using the template below. 

Brainstorm

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

____________________________________________ ___________________________________________

After brainstorming, write a �rst draft of your haiku below. You can use the words from your 
brainstorm list above. 

Title: _________________________________________________________________________________ 

Line 1 (5 syllables) 

______________________________________________________________________________________

Line 2 (7 syllables) 

______________________________________________________________________________________

Line 3 (5 syllables)

 ______________________________________________________________________________________

Write down as many words as you can think of that are connected to the topic of emotions 
and welcoming emotions. 
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Dance Party Choice Board
Directions: Choose a song and use one of the following to get your body moving!

 

Join the ballet: Dress up in 
your fanciest clothes and 
become a ballerina on 
the stage.

Spotlight dance: Grab a 
�ashlight and take turns 
dancing in the spotlight.

Jump to the beat: Put on some upbeat music 
and see who can do the 
most jumping jacks (or 
jumps) for the 
duration of 
the song. The 
winner chooses 
the next move!

Animal dance: Turn on some lively 
instrumental music and 
turn into your favorite 
animal on the 
dance �oor!

Robot dance: Turn into a mechanical robot 
and see who can do 
the most realistic 
robot moves!

Dance like a superhero: What kind of 
superpowers do you have? 
Incorporate your 
superpower into 
your dancing.

Scarf or ribbon dance: Grab some scarves, 
ribbons, or long pieces of 
fabric and dance to 
the music using your 
materials as a prop.

Slow motion dance: Dance as slowly as you 
can while still moving 
your body for the 
entire song.
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